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Abstract
A propositional formula can be approximated by a concave quadratic function. This approxi-
mation is obtained as a second-order Taylor expansion of a concave smooth model. It is shown
that in the 3-SAT case, the involved parameters can be set to such values that yield optimal
discriminative properties. Two concentric (generally elliptic) quadratic convex regions are es-
tablished, the inner one containing only satisable assignments and the outer one excluding the
average non-satisable assignment and including all satisable assignments. ? 1999 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: primary 68Q25; 90C09; secondary 90C10; 90C27
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1. Introduction
Smooth convex and concave transforms of propositional formulae were introduced
by van Maaren et al. [6]. In [5] the eigenvalues of the associated Hessian matrices
were used to design a branching variable heuristic which has (experimentally) been
shown to result in relatively small search trees, even in case that no other additional
node procedure than unit clause elimination was involved.
In this paper we investigate the second-order Taylor expansion of the smooth concave
model on its discriminative properties. It is shown that, in general, a parametric family
of valid convex quadratic cuts can be derived and that, specically in the 3-SAT
case, parameter values can be established in such a way that these valid cuts separate
the \average" non-satisable truth assignment from all satisable ones. This is done
by deriving a threshold value which is the solution to a parametric convex quadratic
programming problem. In other words, a convex quadratic region is derived which
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contains all solutions to the SAT problem involved but which excludes most of the
non-solutions. Generally this region is shown to be an elliptic region.
The above threshold value depends only on the global characteristics of the CNF
formula involved, being the numbers Sm, which indicate the number of m-literal clauses.
The aim of this research is to provide geometric insight in satisability problems
and to make a start with using the quadratic valid cuts in order to yield heuristics for
solving such problems.
As to the rst goal we include a discussion on balanced formula [2] and their
geometric representations. As to the second we explicitly derive a formula yielding the
desired thresholds in the mixed 2,3-SAT case.
We pay special attention to pure 2-SAT formulae. This is not because we want to
contribute to the solution procedure for this class, as they can be solved in linear time.
The reason why we do so is because the expressions involved are much simpler and
yet the methods used generalize naturally to the other more complex cases. Although
the paper is essentially self-contained, the reader is supposed to be familiar with the
SAT terminology, the Integer Programming Approach to the SAT-Problem as well as
to some basic facts concerning the SAT problem. We refer to [3] for the above. For
a detailed discussion of smooth convex models we refer to [5,6].
Related studies on smoothing binary programming problems are found in [4,7].
We conclude with the remark that in spite of the less attractive expresssions that are
created by dierentiating the smooth model, the purely combinatorial entities which
show up are partly familiar in the SAT area (when dierentiating once) and partly
dene new (to the best of the author’s knowledge) and interesting characteristics of
CNF formulae.
We oer a special shortcut to the reader who is not particularly interested in the full
parametrical family of quadratic convex valid cuts but who is willing to see a specic
important instance of this family.
This reader need not go into the details of the second-order Taylor series of the
models (ignore 2.4 and from Sections 4{6 only read the shortcut discussions).
2. The smooth concave model
In [5,6] smooth convex and concave models of formulae are introduced and discussed
at length. They are studied because they reveal useful heuristics for solving the formulae
at hand. In order to keep this paper self-contained we shall (only very briey) recall the
relevant concepts. With a formula  (in N variables) are associated a convex function
 : [0; 1]N![0; 1] and a concave function 0 : [0; 1]N![0; 1] dened by an inductive
scheme. This is done in such a manner that for an assignment V the truth value of 
at V is (approximately) equal to the function values (V ) and 0(V ).
For > 0 we consider A : (−1; 1]! [0; 1] given by
A(x) =
x +
p
x2 + 
1 +
p
1 + 
: (2.1)
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The function A is used to smooth conjuction of formulae, thereby keeping a convex
structure. Notice that for = 0,
A0(x) = max(0; x):
Now if formulae ’1; : : : ; ’k are (inductively) already associated to convex functions
’1 ; : : : ; ’k then (’1 ^    ^ ’k) is dened by
(’1 ^    ^ ’k)(x) =A(’1 (x) +   + ’k (x)− k + 1)
which, again, is a convex function. For =0 we observe that (’1 ^    ^’k)(V ) = 1
i ’1 (V ) =    = ’k (V ) = 1, and (’1 ^    ^ ’k)(V ) = 0 i ’1 (V ) = 0 or : : : or
’k (V ) = 0.
The purpose of parameter  now clearly is to smooth the maximum operator.
Similarly we use a function Ar to smooth conjunction, but now keeping a concave
structure. Thus (’1^  ^’S)0(x)=Ar(’01(x); : : : ; ’0s (x)) where for r61;Ar : [0; 1]S !
[0; 1] is dened by
Ar(x1; : : : ; xS) =
 
1
S
SX
i=1
xri
!1=r
: (2.2)
The simultaneous introduction of  and 0 is necessary to deal with the Boolean
negation operator properly: (	) = 1 − 	0 and (	)0 = 1 − 	. The smoothing
parameters  and r cause inaccuracies at values (V ) and 0(V ) which are not
Boolean anymore. It is possible however to keep track of these deviations! In fact, for
#0 and r!−1 the approach above converges to the Binary Integer Programming
representation of the satisability problem, when restricted to CNF formulae.
We emphasize that the above convex and concave models are typically designed
to smooth arbitrary Boolean functions. The heuristics obtained by studying rst- and
second-order derivatives (which can be calculated linearly in the size of the formula)
avoids CNF translations of the formula involved.
When the concepts are directly applied to CNF formulae  one can concentrate on
one of  or 0. Here, we choose the latter, and we shall omit the superscript 0 in the
sequel. Also in the CNF case, one can show that the nature of the smoothing functions
A and Ar does not aect the typical combinatorial entities which we meet when
dierentiating the models. That is, using dierent types of functions for smoothing,
these entities always show up and are only \weighted" dierently.
2.1. Clause-dependent notations and conventions
A clause Cs is represented by two index sets Is and Js in such a way that
Cs =
_
i2Is
pi _
_
j2Js
pj: (2.3)
The length of a clause is #Is + #Js and is denoted by ‘s. Throughout the paper we
assume that Is \ Js = ; and that ‘s>2, that is, no one literal clauses are considered.
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The concave transform of a clause Cs now is given by
Cs(x) = 1−As
0
@1−
0
@X
i2Is
xi +
X
j2Js
(1− xj)
1
A
1
A ; (2.4)
where s is a parameter depending on the length ‘s of the clause only. We shall identify
freely s; ‘s or m in cases where no confusion can appear and where m obviously refers
to clause lengths. The value of Cs(x) at the center c = (12 ;
1
2 ; : : : ;
1
2 ) of the cube is
Cm = C‘s(c) = Cs(c) = 1−Am(1− 12m): (2.5)
2.2. CNF-dependent notations and conventions
A CNF formula  of N variables is a conjunction of clauses Cs (s2S) where each
Is and Js are subsets of f1; : : : ; Ng. Thus
=
^
s2S
Cs: (2.6)
We let Sm S be the index set referring to the m-literal clauses of . In numerical
expressions we shall also use S; S2; S3; : : : to denote the numbers #S; #S2; #S3; : : : . M
shall stand for the maximal clause length appearing in . Thus S = S2 [ S3 [    [ SM
and S = S2 + S3 +   + SM both will have a meaning, being the obvious one.
The concave transform of a CNF  now is
(x) =Ar(C1(x); : : : ; CS(x)): (2.7)
Notice that in the above one parameter r61 and M − 1 parameters 2; 3; : : : ; M > 0
are involved. One might distinguish between clauses of a given length by introducing
extra weights 2; : : : ; M and dene
(x) =
 
1
S
X
m>2
X
s2Sm
mCs(x)r
!1=r X
mSm = S

:
In this paper we stay with the case 2 =    = M . In [6] it is shown that, in case
r < 0, a threshold value c exists, depending only on the parameters and the global
characteristics of  (the numbers S2; S3; : : : ; SM ) such that
(V )>c if and only if  is true at assignment V: (2.8)
In other words, the smooth convex region dened by the inequality
(x)>c (2.9)
separates \true" vertices from \false" vertices (assignments). Again, we mention that
for s#0 and r ! −1, Eq. (2.9) converges to the BIP representation of the satisability
problem for .
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In this paper we investigate a weaker, but more accessible inequality, namely the one
obtained by replacing (x) by its second-order Taylor expansion at c, the center of the
cube. Doing so, we shall establish a convex quadratic region in RN which has weaker
discriminative properties but is much more adapted for calculations and is suitable for
deriving heuristic with specic features. The value (c) shall frequently occur in our
expressions. Notice that
(c) =
 
1
S
 X
m6M
SmCrm
!!1=r
(2.10)
is a typical global characteristic of .
In order to establish the second-order Taylor expansion of  we have to dierentiate
(x) twice. This activity is in itself a trivial one, but it generates, as one might expect,
less attractive coecients. The combinatorial entities obtained however, are interesting
and deserve extra attention. We shall list them here.
2.3. CNF-dependent combinatorial entities
POS(m; k) = #fs 2 Sm jpk is a literal in Csg; (2.11)
NEG(m; k) = #fs 2 Sm j pk is a literal in Csg; (2.12)
DIF(m; k) = POS(m; k)− NEG(m; k); (2.13)
DIF(m) = (DIF(m; 1); DIF(m; 2); : : : ; DIF(m;N ))
viewed as a column vector: (2.14)
The above entities arise, establishing the rst-order partial derivatives of (x), at c.
The ones below constitute the ingredients of the second-order partial derivatives.
EOR(m; i; j) = #fs 2 Sm jpi and pj are oriented equally in Csg; (2.15)
UOR(m; i; j) = #fs 2 Sm jpi and pj are oriented dierently in Csg; (2.16)
DIF2(m; i; j) = EOR(m; i; j)− UOR(m; i; j); (2.17)
DIF2(m) = (DIF2(m; i; j)) viewed as a symmetric N  N matrix: (2.18)
In the above it is understood that for i 6= j the propositional variables pi and pj both
have to occur, and that for i= j the occurrence of pi counts as \pi and pj are oriented
equally". Thus EOR(m; i; i) is simply the number of occurrences of variable pi in the
m-literal clauses, and UOR(m; i; i) is always zero.
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We close this section by listing the frequently occurring coecients, arising from
the dierentiation of (x).
2.4. Occurring coecients when dierentiating 
the parameters r61 and 2; 3; : : : ; M > 0; (2.19)
m =
1
1 +
p
1 + m
; (2.20)
m = 1 +
1− 12mq
(1− 12m)2 + m
; (2.21)
m =
p
1 + m − 1
((1− 12m)2 + m)
3
2
; (2.22)
Cm = 1− m
0
@1− 1
2
m

+
s
1− 1
2
m
2
+ m
1
A ; (2.23)
(c) =
 
1
S
X
m6M
SmCrm
!1=r
; (2.24)
um =
1
S
(c)1−rCr−1m mm; (2.25)
vm =
1
S
Cr−1m mm
p
(1− r)(c)1−2r (2.26)
= um
s
1− r
(c)
; (2.27)
wm =
1
S
(c)1−r(Cr−1m m + (1− r)Cr−2m 2m2m): (2.28)
To understand the main goals and reasoning of this paper the reader need not go
necessarily in the sometimes tedious details of the calculations, involving unattractive
expressions as in the above. It is enough to realize that these are just \real numbers"
showing up because of using A and Ar as given in Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2). Essential is
however, to keep in mind that they are completely determined by the parameters and
the global characteristics of the CNF formula involved.
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3. The quadratic approximation
The second-order Taylor expansion, taken at the center of the cube c, of our concave
transform (x), can be written as
(c + ) = (c) +r(c)  + 12(c)()   (3.1)
where r stands for gradient and  for Hessian matrix. As the reader may verify we
have
ri = (r(c))i =
X
m>1
umDIF(m; i);
um =
1
S
(c)1−rCr−1m mm
(3.2)
and
i; j = ((c))i; j =
X
m>1
vmDIF(m; i)
X
m>1
vmDIF(m; j)
−
X
m>1
wmDIF2(m; i; j);
vm =
1
S
Cr−1m mm
p
(1− r)((c)1−2r); (3.3)
wm =
1
S
(c)1−r(Cr−1m m + (1− r)Cr−2m 2m2m):
The above can be written alternatively as
’() =(c + )− (c) =
X
s2S
usC‘s() +
1
2
 X
s2S
vsC‘s()
!2
− 1
2
X
s2S
wsC‘s()2; (3.4)
where subscript s in us; vs and ws should be read as ‘s, and
C‘s() =
X
i2Is
 i −
X
j2Js
 j: (3.5)
The reader must be alert on the fact that in vertices V of the cube Vi = 12 +  i with
 i= 12 . Thus, in the above, -coordinates referring to truth assignments have value  12 .
More compact matrix notations for our entities are
r=
X
m>1
umDIF(m);
=
1− r
(c)
rrt −
X
m>1
wmDIF2(m):
(3.6)
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Example. For = (p _ q) ^ ( p_  r) ^ (p _ q _ s) ^ ( p _ r_  s) we have
r= u2
0
BB@
0
1
−1
0
1
CCA+ u3
0
BB@
0
1
1
0
1
CCA ;
=
1− r
(c)
rrt −
0
BB@w2
0
BB@
2 1 1 0
1 1 0 0
1 0 1 0
0 0 0 0
1
CCA+ w3
0
BB@
2 1 −1 2
1 1 0 1
−1 0 1 −1
2 1 −1 2
1
CCA
1
CCA
and
’() = (u2( q −  r) + u3( q +  r)) + 12 (v2( q −  r) + v3( q +  r))2
− 12w2(22p + 2q + 2r + 2 p q + 2 p r)
− 12w3(22p + 2q + 2r + 22s + 2 p q − 2 p r + 4 p s + 2 q s − 2 r s):
We shall return to the above example in the shortcut discussions to Sections 4 and 5.
The aim of this paper is to establish numbers msat and Msat, depending only on the
parameters r and 2; : : : ; M and the global characteristics of the CNF formula involved
(the numbers S2; S3; : : : ; SM ) in such a way that
f j’()<msatg contains no satisable assignments and
f j’()>Msatg contains only satisable assignments:
(3.7)
Thus, by knowing msat, the quadratic convex cut
’()>msat (3.8)
shall be a valid cut.
Also, specic values of the parameters shall be given which make these cuts as
discriminative possible.
Allowing msat and Msat to depend on other characteristics (such as average numbers
of occurrences, number of pure clauses, average length of clauses, : : :) as well, certainly
will increase the discriminative properties of the cuts, however, the analysis will be
likewise more involved, and we shall not proceed along these lines. Still, our methods
to establish these values leave some space for more specity, as the reader may notice
in the sequal.
4. The 2-SAT case
4.1. Shortcut discussion
Considering Denition 3:5 we observe that, for a 2-literal clause s 2 S; C‘s() can
only take values from the set f−1; 0; 1g for values  2 f− 12 ; 12g, that is, for values
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corresponding to assignments. This means that c +  satises clause s 2 S if and
only if
C‘s()2 − C‘s()60 (in fact = 0)
and thus, a 2-SAT formula  is satised by c +  i
X
s2S
C‘s()2 −
X
s2S
C‘s()60 (in fact = 0)
where S = S2.
The above quadratic model is obtained also using a specic parameter setting in our
general model.
It is of particular interest since the convex quadratic region involved has all feasible
solutions on its boundary. Notice that, in this case, msat =Msat = 0.
Considering the 2-literal clauses of the example of (3.6) the quadratic cut becomes
(p + q)2 + (−p − r)2 − (p + q)− (−p − r)60
which can be rewritten as
0
BB@
2 1 1 0
1 1 0 0
1 0 1 0
0 0 0 0
1
CCA   −
0
BB@
0
−1
−1
0
1
CCA  60:
Now in general, if A2 denotes the clause-variable matrix of a 2-SAT formula, that is
A2 = (ij) with
ij = 1 if variable pi occurs positively in clause j;
ij =−1 if variable pi occurs negatively in clause j;
ij = 0 else
then the above quadratic cut is given by
At2A2  − At2e  60:
Notice that At2A2= DIF
2(2) and At2e =DIF(2).
The above models of 2-SAT formulae are used in max 2-SAT problems. They
constitute the basic tool for establishing eigenvalue upper bounds for the maximum
number of satised clauses. See for instance [1].
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Now we turn to the general model for 2-SAT formulae. The reader may check that
in this case
(a) (c)1−r = C1−r2 ;
(b) 2 = 1;
(c) u2 =
1
S
2;
(d) v2 =
1
S
2
r
1− r
C2
;
(e) w2 =
1
S

2 + (1− r) 
2
2
C2

;
(4.1)
and moreover,
’() = u2
X
s2S
C‘s() +
1
2
v22
 X
s2S
C‘s()
!2
− 1
2
w2
X
s2S
C‘s()2: (4.2)
As motivated earlier, we are now interested in approximating the values
max’() and min’()(
c +  binary
(c + ) false
(
c +  binary
(c + ) true
(4.3)
only in terms of the parameters and global characteristics of  (in this case only S
since S3 = S4 =   = 0 and S2 = S).
Now, by reasons of symmetry, we may restrict ourselves to the values ’(c), or in
other words, we shall investigate
Msat= max’(c) and msat= min’(c)(
(e) false
 is 2-CNF
(
(e) true
 is 2-CNF
(4.4)
Doing so we shall obtain an upper bound (a lower bound respectively) for the values
of (4.3).
For a 2-literal clause Cs we have
C‘s(c) 2 f1; 0;−1g (4.5)
depending on whether Cs contains two positive literals, two literals of opposite sign,
or two negative ones. That is, if we assume that  consists of8><
>:
S2;2 clauses having 2 positive literals
S2;1 clauses having 1 positive literal
S2;0 clauses having 0 positive literals
(4.6)
we obtain
’(c) = u2(S2;2 − S2;0) + 12v22(S2;2 − S2;0)2 − 12w2(S2;2 + S2;0): (4.7)
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The above expression is a convex function of S2;2 and S2;0 and the two values of (4.4)
can now be established by solving
Msat= max’(c) and msat= min’(c)8><
>:
S2;2; S2;0>0
S2;2 + S2;06S2
S2;0>1
8><
>:
S2;2; S2;0>0
S2;2 + S2;06S2
S2;0 = 0
(4.8)
Both problems are easily solved. The rst by notifying that a convex function on a
simplex attains its maximal value in a vertex. The latter because it is a one dimensional
smooth quadratic convex minimization problem. It is understood here that we consider
S2;2 and S2;0 to be real variables.
We proceed with rewriting the two problems using
x =
S2;2
S
; y =
S2;0
S
; u2 = Su2; v2 = Sv2; w2 = Sw2:
Notice that u2; v2 and w2 only depend on 2 and r.
The second problem now reads as
msat = min
06x61
u2x + 12v
2
2x
2 − 12w2x (4.9)
which has a solution
msat = 0 if u2> 12w2;
msat = u2 − 12w2 if v2 = 0 and u26 12w2;
msat =−
(u2 − 12w2)2
2v22
if v2 6= 0 and u26 12w2: (4.10)
In order to solve the rst problem we notice that we are only interested in getting
estimates for larger formulae. This means that the constraint y> 1S in the rst problem
may be relaxed to y>0, thus obtaining an upper bound for the actual value.
Now we simply have to compare the values of ’(c) at (0,0), (1,0) and (0,1),
resulting in
Msat = maximum of
8><
>:
0
u2 + 12v
2
2 − 12w2
−u2 + 12v22 − 12w2
=max

0; u2 +
1
2
v22 −
1
2
w2

: (4.11)
So far we conclude that we obtained the estimates desired and that we have established
a parametrized family of quadratic convex cuts of the form
(c + ) true) ’()>msat(r; 2);
’()>Msat(r; 2)) (c + ) true; (4.12)
where the latter implication can be strengthened (see (4.17)).
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A glance at Msat and msat immediately reveals that, unless v2 = 0, no parameter
setting exists which makes a global separation of satisable vertices from non-satisable
vertices by means of these quadratic convex cuts possible! That is, no 2 and r 6=1
exist for which Msat = msat (unfortunately). This of course does not imply that such
a separation is impossible if we allow our parameters to depend on more specic
structure of , rather than on the global characteristics. But we do not want them to
do so.
The question whether some choices of 2 and r yield sharper cuts than others re-
mained unanswered so far. Now one of the obvious properties we want our rst cut
of (4.12) to satisfy is that it excludes as many non-satisable assignments as possible.
The expected numbers of (4.6), when dealing with random formulae, are
S2;2 = 14S2;
S2;1 = 12S2;
S2;0 = 14S2;
(4.13)
that is, the expected value of ’(), at a vertex c + , is
’exp = u2( 14 − 14 ) + 12v22( 14 − 14 )2 − 12w2( 14 + 14) =− 14w2: (4.14)
Thus parameter settings resulting in
− 14w2<msat (4.15)
are favourable for our purposes.
A plausible choice, which also simplies the formulae involved, is to select 2 and
r such that w2 = 2u2. This poses the question whether (see (4:1))
2 + (1− r) 
2
2
C2
= 22 (4.16)
is solvable for 2> 0 and r61. The reader is invited to conrm that in fact 2 = 1
and r=1−p2 constitute a solution to (4:16) and that in this case (4:12) simplies to
(c + ) true ) 1
S
X
s2S
C‘s() +
1
2S2
 X
s2S
C‘s()
!2
− 1
S
X
s2S
C‘s()2>0;
(c + ) false ) 1
S
X
s2S
C‘s() +
1
2S2
 X
s2S
C‘s()
!2
− 1
S
X
s2S
C‘s()26
1
2
:
(4.17)
When not relaxing for the constraint y>1=S in (4:11) a sharper result (valid for S>3)
is obtained: the right-hand side of the second inequality may be taken as 12−(4=S)+2=S2
instead of 12 .
Although the setting 2 = 1; r = 1 −
p
2 gives attractive formulae and meets the
requirement that the cuts ’()>msat exclude the \average" non-satisable assignment,
other settings exist which also meet this last requirement. We present another possible
choice which gives more freedom when considering mixed 2; 3-CNF formulae and
which was in fact used in our experiments of [5].
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By posing the condition that we want Msat = 0 the equation
u2 + 12v
2
2 − 12w2 = 0 (4.18)
is investigated and turns out to simplify to
2 = 122 (4.19)
which is a requirement not depending on parameter r, and is satised precisely if
2 = 14 . This setting meets (4:15) as well and results in the parametrized family of cuts
1
S
X
s2S
C‘s() +
1
2S2
r
 X
s2S
C‘s()
!2
− 1
2S
(2 + r)
X
s2S
C‘s()2>− 18r;
r =
1
2
(1− r)(
p
5− 1); r61:
(4.20)
For r!−1 the above results in another nice cut:
1
2S2
 X
s2S
C‘s()
!2
− 1
2S
X
C‘s()2>− 18 : (4.21)
Notice that in the above the eect of the rst-order term has vanished! Finally, putting
r = 1 in (4:20) the quadratic cut from the shortcut discussion is obtained.
5. The 3-SAT-case
5.1. Shortcut discussion
If s 2 S is an index of a 3-literal clause and c +  is a satisfying assignment we
observe
C‘s() 2
− 12 ; 12 ; 32} :
This means that
(C‘s()− 12 )261
which leaves us with the quadratic cutX
s2S
C‘s()2 −
X
s2S
C‘s()6 34S
where S = S3 in the pure 3-SAT-case.
If A3 denotes the clause-variable matrix of a 3-SAT formula the above cut can be
written as
At3A3  − At3e  6 34S
where, again, At3A3 = DIF
2(3) and At3e =DIF(3).
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The reader may verify that, for the 3-literal clauses of the example of (3:6), we have
At3A3 =
0
BB@
2 1 −1 2
1 1 0 1
−1 0 1 −1
2 1 −1 2
1
CCA ; At3e =
0
BB@
0
1
1
0
1
CCA :
Next we start with the general model for the 3-SAT case. We shall ask ourselves the
same questions as for the 2-SAT case. It will appear that things become slightly more
involved and that there is considerably less freedom in selecting appropriate parameters.
We start with simplifying our formulae.
(c)1−r = C1−r3 ;
u3 =
1
S
33;
v3 =
1
S
33
r
1− r
C3
;
w3 =
1
S

3 + (1− r)
2
3
2
3
C3

(5.1)
and
’() = u3
X
s2S
C‘s() +
1
2
v23
 X
s2S
C‘s()
!2
− 1
2
w3
X
s2S
C‘s()2: (5.2)
Again we put
Msat= max’(c) and msat= min’(c)(
(e) false
 is 3-CNF
(
(e) true
 is 3-CNF
(5.3)
Now for a 3-literal clause Css we have
C‘s() 2

3
2 ;
1
2 ;− 12 ;− 32
}
: (5.4)
We dene, as in (4:6),
S3; i = #fs2S jCss contains exactly i positive literalsg (5.5)
obtaining
’(c) = u3( 32S3;3 +
1
2S3;2 − 12S3;1 − 32S3;0)
+ 12v
2
3(
3
2S3;3 +
1
2S3;2 − 12S3;1 − 32S3;0)2
− 12w3( 94S3;3 + 14S3;2 + 14S3;1 + 94S3;0): (5.6)
Again, the above expression is a convex function of the S3; i and (5:3) can be solved
similarly (but more tediously) as in the 2-CNF case. Following the same lines (but
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everything with an extra dimension) we obtain
msat = 18 v
2
3 −
1
8
w3 − 12 u 3 if 2 u 3 − w3> v
2
3;
msat = 98 v
2
3 − 98 w3 + 32 u 3 if 2 u 3 − w36− 3 v23;
msat =− 38 w3 − 18 v23 (2 u 3 − w3)
2 else
(5.7)
and, for S !1
Msat = maximum of
8>>>>><
>>>>>:
3
2 u 3 +
9
8 v
2
3 − 98 w3;
1
2 u 3 +
1
8 v
2
3 − 18 w3;
− 12 u 3 + 18 v23 − 18 w3;
− 32 u 3 + 98 v23 − 98 w3:
(5.8)
Now we have completed the establishment of msat and Msat as functions of r and 3
and hence we obtained a parametrized family of quadratic convex cuts for the (pure)
3-SAT problem.
Next we investigate whether it is possible to select r and 3 in such a way that the
cut ’()>msat excludes the \average" non-satisable assignment. For a random 3-CNF
formula the expected values of the S3; i are
S3;3 = 18S3
S3;2 = 38S3
S3;1 = 38S3
S3;0 = 18S3
(5.9)
whence
’exp = u 3( 18  32 + 38  12 + 38  − 12 + 18  − 32 ) +    − 12 w3( 94  28 + 14  68 )
=− 38 w3: (5.10)
Investigating the requirement
− 38 w3<msat (5.11)
excludes the possibility 2 u 3 − w3 62[ − 3 v3; v23], as the reader may verify. The third
possible case in msat also violates the above requirement, however, by putting the
condition
2 u 3 = w3 (5.12)
it comes as close as possible. We conclude that we cannot nd a parameter setting
meeting our strict requirement of (5:11) but that, by putting 2 u 3 = w3 the \average"
non-satisable assignment is on the boundary of the cut ’()>msat. We can be slightly
more detailed here: In establishing msat in the 2 u 3 = w3 setting it appears that the min-
imal value of the associated convex minimization problem is obtained exactly only if
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3
4S is a natural number. This means that in fact the \average" non satisable assign-
ment may appear on the boundary of ’()=− 38 w3 but that the satisable assignments
are in the interior of the cut, that is, they meet the requirement ’()>− 38 w3 if S is
not a multiple of 4.
The condition 2 u 3 = w3 reads as
(233 − 3)C3 = (1− r)2323: (5.13)
Putting 3 such that
(233 − 3)C3
23
2
3
= 1− r; (5.14)
we obtain the quadratic convex cut
1
S
X
s2S
C‘s() +
1
2S2
()
 X
s2S
C‘s()
!2
− 1
S
X
s2S
C‘s()2>− 34 ;
 = 2− 333 = 2−
3
(3 + 14)(
q
3 + 14 − 12 )
;
(5.15)
where the inequality can be taken strict if S is not a multiple of 4.
The above simplies when we put 3 = 33 = u3 = 12w3 = v
2
3, which is satised if
3 = 34 +
1
2
p
3;
r = 1− C3
3
=−1:762551985:
(5.16)
Then (5:14) is met and =1 in 5.15. For these parameter values Msat = 38 u 3 =
3
833.
We resume:
For 3 and r as in (5:16) we obtain the following convex quadratic cuts:
(c + ) true ) 1
S
X
s2S
C‘s() +
1
2S2
 X
s2S
C‘s()
!2
− 1
S
X
s2S
C‘s()2>− 34 ;
(c + ) false ) 1
S
X
s2S
C‘s() +
1
2S2
 X
s2S
C‘s()
!2
− 1
S
X
s2S
C‘s()2
6
3
8
− 5
S
+
2
S2
:
(5.17)
Yet another possibility is 3 ! 1 in (5:15), resulting in  = 2. Corresponding r for
this last setting is r =−2.
Finally, putting r=1 and 3 such that 3=233 (which is the case if 3= 18 (1+
p
5))
we obtain  = 0, which results in the quadratic cut from the shortcut discussion of
this section.
The rst example we consider is to arm our conclusions about the impossibility of
strictly separating satisable assignments from unsatisable ones using our quadratic
convex cuts.
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Let  be the conjunction of
p _ q _ r;
p_ q_  r;
p _ q_  r;
p_ q _ r:
Then
P
C‘s() = 0 and (5:2) becomes
’() =− 12w3(42p + 42q + 42r ) =− 32w3 =− 38 w3:
We see that ’() is constant on the vertices, of which there are satisable and non
satisable ones. Notice that our rst cut of (5.17) is
2p + 
2
q + 
2
r6
3
4
which denes a sphere with centre 0 containing all vertices of the cube −c + [0; 1]3
on its boundary.
If  is the conjunction of all eight clauses ()p_()q_()r we obtain precisely the
same cut. Thus \spheres" may represent satisable formulae as well as non-satisable
ones.
We shall discuss the next example at some length. It demonstrates what can be done
with quadratic cuts, using the eigenvalue and eigenspace structure of 4. The reader
has to keep in mind however, that for large formulae, concepts as centres, eigenvalues
and eigenvectors only serve heuristic purposes.
Let  be the conjunction of
p _ q _ r;
p _ q_ r;
p_  q _ r;
p_  q_ r;
p _ q _ r;
p _ q_ r:
Here, ’()>− 34 can be written as (taking the cut from (5:17))
172p + 17
2
q + 18
2
r − 14pq − 6p − 6q6 272 : (5.18)
Eigenvalues are 10, 24 and 18 with corresponding eigenvectors (1,1,0), (−1,1,0) and
(0,0,1). Centre of the ellipsoid is ( 310 ;
3
10 ; 0). The above cut is separating with respect
to true and false assignments. Transforming -space to -space (where the eigenvectors
are taken as a basis) through
1 = 12
p
2(p + q);
2 = 12
p
2(p − q);
3 = r
transforms (5:18) into
10(1 − 310
p
2)2 + 2422 + 18
2
36
153
10 : (5.19)
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Now 23 =
1
4 in all vertices, whence (5:19) reduces to
10(1 − 310
p
2)2 + 24n226
108
10 : (5.20)
We obtain 226
108
240 which means
(p − q)26 216240< 1: (5.21)
This implies p = q in a satisable vertex. Now (5:20) reduces to
(1 − 310
p
2)26 108100 (5.22)
which in turn means 1> 310
p
2− 110
p
108, yielding
2p = p + q > 610 − 110
p
216>− 910>− 1 (5.23)
which nally leads to p = 12 .
6. General and mixed 2,3-SAT case
6.1. Shortcut discussion
A glance at the quadratic cuts from the previous shortcut discussions reveals that
they might be combined using an extra free weight  for the 2-SAT part.
This results in the mixed cut:
(At2A2 + A
t
3A3)  − (At2e + At3e)  6 34S3:
The corresponding parameter setting which allows us to derive this cut from the general
model is
r = 1; 2 = 14 ; 3 =
1
8 (1 +
p
5):
Calculating msat for this setting, following the arguments that have been applied to the
general model, gives us
msat =− 3433
S3
S
which yields a value of  2:7. The above means nothing more than that if our concave
model in its additive form (r=1) is used to generate convex quadratic cuts and if the
2-SAT part and the 3-SAT part both are random (and mutually independent), optimal
separation is obtained by giving 2-literal clauses an extra weight of (2:7).
In the remaining part of this section we shall indicate how to deal with the general
model but we shall only be concerned with the convex quadratic cut ’()>msat.
Again we notice that an estimation msat is desired which only depends on S2; S3; : : : ; SM
and that by reasons of symmetry we may restrict ourselves to solve the problem
msat = min’(c)
(e) true
 has Si clauses with i literals:
(6.1)
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Now C‘s(c) = 12 (Is − Is) 2 [− ls; ls]. Let
Sm = Sm;0 + Sm;1 +   + Sm;m ( j = 2; : : : M);
Sm; i is the number of clauses with m literals of which i are positive;
Sm; i>0;
(6.2)
then
’(c) =
X
m; i
1
2
um(2i − m)Sm; i + 12
 X
m; i
1
2
vm(2i − m)Sm; i
!2
−1
2
 X
m; i
1
4
wm(2i − m)2Sm; i
!
(6.3)
and, again, the above expression is seen to be convex in the Sm; i and must be minimized
under the constraints given in (6:2) and the additional constraints Sm;0 = 0) (m6M).
The above problem is a 12M (M − 1) dimensional problem and can be actually solved
adequately using an accurate convex programming solver if M is not too large and r
and m (m6M) are specied! We shall concentrate ourselves to M =3, thus restricting
ourselves to the mixed 2,3-SAT case. Also, we shall now x r; 2 and 3 to the values
of (4.19) and (5.16). We are then left with a three-dimensional convex programming
problem which we have solved by hand. We shall not present these tedious calculations
here and just give the results.
Below we use the real numbers
2 = 2Cr−12 (0:9835 : : :);
3 = 3Cr−13 (0:7349 : : :);
 = (1− r) 2
C2
(1:7073 : : :);
(6.4)
and the global characteristic
!= !(S2; S3) =
S2
S
Cr2 +
S3
S
Cr3 : (6.5)
It turned out that msat depends on the value S2=S3 according to the following three
cases:
case 1:
S2
S3
6
3
22
;
case 2:
3
22
6
S2
S3
6(1 + )
3
2
;
case 3:
S2
S3
>(1 + )
3
2
(6.6)
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and has the corresponding values
msat = −343
S3
S
!1=r−1 − 1
2
(1− r)23 S2S3S2 !
1=r−2
−1
2
(1− r)22
S22
S2
!1=r−2 case 1
msat = −343
S3
S
!1=r−1 +
1
8
(1− r)23
S23
S2
!1=r−2
−1
2
(1 + )(1− r)23 S2S3S2 !
1=r−2 case 2
msat = −343
S3
S
!1=r−1 − 1
8
(+ 2)(1− r)23
S23
S2
!1=r−2
−1
4
(1 + )(1− r)23 S2S3S2 !
1=r−2 − 1
8
(1− r)22
S22
S2
!1=r−2 case 3:
(6.7)
The reader is invited to conrm that for S3=0 and S2=0, msat takes the values derived
for the separated cases respectively.
Also in this case one can show (as in (4:14) and (5:10)) that the \average" non-
satisable vertex c+ does not satisfy ’()>msat. In fact, it does not satisfy ’()>msat
as soon as S2 6=0. However, it is questionable whether this is a useful observation, since
mixed 2,3-SAT formulae are typically appearing when solving a 3-SAT problem and
as such generally are not random.
7. Geometric evidence for the hardness of balanced formulae
After Dubois [2] a 3-SAT formula is called balanced in sign if each variable occurs
as many times negated as unnegated, with a possible deviation of one occurrence. In
our terminology this means that each coordinate of At3e is in f−1; 0; 1g.
A formula is balanced in occurrence if all variables occur with a same total number,
again with a possible deviation of one occurrence. This translates to the statement that
in At3A3 the diagonal elements are (up to a dierence of one) the same.
Dubois has experimentally shown that the performance of Sat-solvers based on
branching and unit resolution drastically decreases when applied to solve formulae
which are balanced in sign, balanced in occurrence and balanced in both, and precisely
in this order.
We believe that our quadratic convex cuts explain this feature quite well.
First, we notice that for random formulae , the eigenvalues of (c)=(ij) are gen-
erally nonzero and consequently negative. This means, that the inequality ’()>msat
denes an ellipsoid, the center C of which is given by the solution of
(C) =−r: (7.1)
Now a formula  which is balanced in sign denes an approximately zero gradient
r. Therefore, the linear term in ’() vanishes and consequently C = 0. Thus the
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geometrical picture of a sign balanced formula is an ellipsoid with centre 0. In this
case, rst order heuristics based on the Taylor expansion of (x) at the center yields
no information and, in case of pure 3-SAT formulae, ’()>msat simplies to (we use
the parameter setting of (5.16) and (5.17)):X
s2S
C‘s()26
3
4
S: (7.2)
In the above case, however, the lengths of the axes may dier.
Next, the reader is invited to conrm that for pure 3-SAT formulae the diagonal
terms of  are given by
i; i = u3
 
POS(3; i)− NEG(3; i)
S
2
− 2

POS(3; i) + NEG(3; i)
S
!
: (7.3)
Noticing that in the above expression the quadratic term is much smaller than the
linear term, we see that formulae which are balanced in occurrence the diagonal terms
of  are approximately equal. Eigenvalues of , therefore, are approximately equal
too. Hence the geometrical picture of an occurrence balanced formula is a sphere.
However, in this case, its centre need not be zero necessarily and hence rst-order
heuristics may yield prot.
Now a formula which is balanced for both features has as its geometrical picture
a sphere with centre zero. The inequality of (7:2) now has all coecients of the 2i
approximately equal. Still, the o diagonal terms may cause someslight dierence in
the length of the axes! Consider for instance the double balanced formula
= (p _ q _ r) ^ (p_  q_  r) ^ (p _ q _ r) ^ (p_  q_  r):
Here, ’()>msat simplies to
42p + 4
2
q + 4
2
r + 8qr63
which denes an elliptic cylinder (there is a zero eigenvalue here, with eigenvector
along q = r). The eigenvector of the largest eigenvalue (notice that the inequality
sign has reversed) is along q =−r . In fact, the above inequality yields
qr60
immediately, implying that q$ r is a necessary condition for satisability. The above
means that, from a geometric point viewdouble balanced formulae do not represent
typically the hardest possible cases: there is still some relevant information in the
o-diagonal terms. However, if the o diagonal terms tend to vanish too, that is, if 
is moreover pairwise balanced in sign, meaning
DIF2(3; i; j)  0 for all i 6= j (7.4)
the geometrical picture is an almost perfect sphere with centre 0 and 7.2 simplies to
the non informative inequalityX
i6N
2i6
3
4S
no: of occurrences
of the variables

3
4S
3S=N
=
1
4
N: (7.5)
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We encourage the experimentalists to test the hardness of the above type of random
3-SAT formulae, using a branching algorithm with unit resolution in the nodes.
Although these formulae have a trivial elliptic approximation, and consequently bear
no second order information, it is surprisingly precisely this feature that causes them to
be solvable in polynomial time. In [8] a xed parameter tractability result is presented
for this class of formulae.
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